
SAMPLE TOUR: EDMONTON CANTANDO FESTIVAL

Itinerary downloaded on: March 28, 20244 days

All Educational World Tours are custom made for every group. This means this sample itinerary serves as
inspiration and is not a set itinerary. Activities specific to your group can be added as well as days,
destinations and sightseeing.

Day 1: Arrival Day

- Fly or drive to Edmonton, the capital city of Alberta located on the North Saskatchewan River.

- Famous for boasting the largest mall in North America, and for being the cultural, governmental and educational centre, the city also

hosts festivals year round, giving it the nickname &ldquo;Canada&rsquo;s Festival City&rdquo;.

- Welcome dinner.

- Tickets to a symphony.

Day 2: Edmonton Cantando Festival

- Breakfast.

- Entrance to the Telus World of Science, where curiosity and active learning is celebrated. Take part in a fun DIY experiment to learn

about scientific phenomenon.

- Afternoon activities as part of the Edmonton Cantando Festival (own arrangements).

- Guided tour of the Muttart Conservatory, showcasing about 700 species of plants in 3 climate-regulated biomes.

- Group dinner.

- Festival Concert (own arrangements).

Day 3: Edmonton Cantando Festival

- Breakfast.

- Guided tour of the University of Alberta campus.

- Daily activities as part of the Edmonton Cantando Festival (own arrangements).

- Guided tour of the Legislature Building, home to the Legislative Assembly of British Columbia. Learn about the province&rsquo;s

history, parliamentary process and the architecture of the surprising heritage building.

- Choose one of the following options at the West Edmonton Mall:

	- Entrance to the Water Park or Galaxyland (students can decide on-site).
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	- Blacklight mini golf.

- Farewell dinner at a local restaurant.

Day 4: Departure from Edmonton

- Breakfast.

- Drive or fly to home city.

- Morning performance at a local elementary school en route.
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